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St Bartholomew’s Church of England First School 

Governing Body  

Minutes of GB4A held via zoom on Thursday 23rd April 2020 at 9.15am 

 

Present:  Cheryl Govier, Gemma Coward, Emma Harwood, Rachael Howe, Lucy Ramwell,   

Absent:  Steve Briggs    

Also Present:  Sonia Yorke (Clerk) 

 

CG opened the meeting with a prayer and quote ‘In the middle of every difficulty lies Opportunity’ an 

appropriate thought due to the very different times we are in. 
Agenda  

Number 
Detail Action 

1. Apologies for Absence. 
Apologies received and accepted from SB due to personal circumstances.  Apologies accepted. 
Board offered their best wishes to SB and hoped to see him back soon. 

 

2. Declarations of interest 
None declared 

 

3. Minutes of last meeting held 23/01/2020 
Minutes were agreed as true record.  Action - Chair to sign.   
 
Matters arising 
Publishing minutes on school website 
SY confirmed that she had received written confirmation from Governor Services that there is no 

statutory responsibility for publishing GB minutes and associated papers, such as heads report 

etc., on school website. However, Governor Services confirm that exactly as our Board had 

agreed, that once approved, publishing our minutes online ads to the openness and 

transparency of governance and so it is something Governor Services would recommend. 

 

GB Fundraising committee  

Advice from Governor Services - If the board were to set up such a committee they would need 

to be careful regarding the accountability of funds raised and how they are spent i.e. that there 

are clear audit trails and that decisions made on the funds support educational outcomes. As 

with other committees there would need to be a set of terms of reference setting out the remit of 

the committee and any delegated authority on behalf of the board. The board would also need to 

annually review the terms of reference along with the membership and constitution of the 

committee.  If the membership of the committee doesn’t comprise governors and only other 

members of the community then there would be no legal basis for the board to set terms of 

reference or be responsible for its membership. 

 

Due to the Covid-19 situation it was agreed to revisit the fundraising committee idea at a later 

date. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Governor Recruitment  
 
Tsonka Hristova (TH) applied for a governor post via governor services and submitted an 
application form to them direct.  CG, SB and GC met with TH last term to establish her reasons 
for wanting to join our Board and identify the skills that she could offer to support our purpose.  
TH met fellow members of our Board at the whole board finance training earlier last term.  TH 
has applied for the position of LA governor at our school. 

All present agreed to elect TH to the St Bartholomew’s C of E First School Board of Governors.  
TH has been invited to attend GB4 part B next week via zoom, we look forward to welcoming her 
then. TH has been in touch with school this week to check that everyone is managing with the 
current circumstance. 

Action – SY to inform TH, notify Governor services and proceed with normal governor 
recruitment actions.   
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5. COVID-19 update 
Current Situation 
 
GC informed members that school is partially open as required for vulnerable pupils and pupils 
of key workers. This is called the Koala Club. It was challenging at the start of the closures 
helping our community to understand the statutory elements of the ‘key worker guidance for 
pupils to attend school’ and explain that the safest place for children was at home.  Some 
families have changed work patterns as a compromise.  This has been a challenge for many 
school leaders as details from the government were not particular clear and easy to understand.   
 
 
Correspondence and Education Provision 
 
St Bartholomew’s continues to offer an education remotely. 
 
School has been asked to accept preschool children but have said no to this request at this time.   
Staff are experiencing significant challenge meeting medical and SEND needs and opening the 
school to pre-school pupils will increase risks to all. 
 
School has been advised by the PIMS team to open up another part of school to meet needs of 
a vulnerable child, there is a concern that if child will not return from this space we may need 
additional adult in school which heightens health risk for everybody.  With more staff and children 
present in school social distancing is increasingly difficult. 
 
Hygiene guidance has been revisited with children. This has been done regularly but needed 
further revisiting recently. 
 
We are using everyone’s varied skills to meet a mixture of pupils needs in the Koala Club. All 
staff have been fantastic being both imaginative and resourceful to adjust to different challenges 
during this situation on a daily basis. 
 
GC confident that the school is in a good position when we know what will happen in terms of the 
school being ready to extend opening again. 
 
GC gets daily emails from LA which updates her as to what is going on, and any new procedures 
that need to be followed– this has proved challenging, schools set up own processes in the 
beginning when advised of closure, with little guidance from the LA, it appears they are now 
catching up and changing procedures daily which we are forced to react on. 
 
GC attends virtual CISP HT meetings -  points discussed: 

• Return to school 

• What transition will look like - There have been no details from LA on how much notice 
we will get – relying on government bulletins. As group looked at how this can be 
managed and establish a locally based agreement for moving forward.   

 
Diocese have said that no Church School will reopen until 5 point criteria met. 
 
Governors enquired about staff morale, are we doing all we can for staff? 
GC gave an overview of situations and circumstances that some members of staff are 
experiencing and they are being supported.   
 
All staff are to keep in touch with school and inform us of any change to circumstance as we 
have to report to the DfE on staff availability to work. 
  
All staff have been supported with how to manage their time, prioritise work, and ensure they are 
getting breaks and exercise during their working day. 
 
Staff governor reported that ‘ Zoom’ facility has been fantastic, great  to connect and see 
colleagues and smiles!  All staff grateful for GC for her amount of support and drive in working 
through this situation they would struggle without her. 
 
Responsibilities of the Board 
 
Board acknowledges the need to keep checking in on everyone – including GC.  Make sure staff 
are well, work will not go away but need to manage time - Find the ‘off ‘switch. 
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The Board has serious admiration for GC management of this situation and being so proactive.  
GC thanked the board but reported a team effort from St Bart’s, but recognition that there has 
been minimum support from LA. 
 
H & S  
Protective equipment in school if required – but no masks available to purchase. 
 
School had to carry out a deep clean when we had a child with symptoms. Good systems in 
place to cope with this situation if arises again. School followed all recommended procedures. 
The child developed a cold so it was not COVID-19. 
 
Whole School had deep sanitisation with product that is know to kill all viruses, the sanitisation 
cost £200, whole site sanitised in case we have to move the Koala club to different rooms at any 
time.  If situation continues we may have to carry out this process again.  
 
Safeguarding  
FSM –we were aware at the start of this pandemic that some families would get in difficult 
situations, we have been advised that additional families have applied for the FSM facility.  Due 
to the criteria, some have been rejected, this is a concern as if applying these families are 
potentially experiencing difficulties, DSL’s aware of these families and will check in with them as 
part of our safeguarding procedures. 
 
Vulnerable children - waiting for an updated list today – there is flexibility for school to decide 
who is vulnerable and can be offered a place in school during this time. Important that we have 
the right children with us. 
 
PFSA support continues and is available to contact by phone.  Referrals to team around the 
school continue.  Virtual core groups and other safeguarding meetings are taking place, support 
is still happening and we are working together.  However, the situation has led to increased 
challenges as locum social workers are being used by the LA– we are pushing to ensure right 
level of support is being met. 
 
Important to maintain the DSL 4 week rota – the whole week in school  is taken up with 
safeguarding and welfare cases – important to touch base with these families 
 
School has asked all families to inform us if any family members show signs of any COVID 
symptoms, and we will continue with our  monitoring and check in phone calls. 
 
CISP HT group – designed a form to send to all families survey tick box are they ok etc. as 
another form of check in. 
 
Teachers sending class letters home this Friday.  It will explain that if teachers do not see 
anything on our various media forms ie: facebook and  purple mash we will be checking in with 
these families. 
 
Board thanked all staff for their ongoing care and for the excellent resources that are being made 
available to our pupils during the challenging time. 
 

6 Finance 
Budget Presentation 2020/2021 – draft budget circulated prior to meeting. 
 
Overview presented by GC and SY 
Funding Information 
Total funding allocation = including all anticipated funding £845882 
 
Amount received per pupil is £2857 x 177 = £505689 
 
Amount of PPG is £57695 
35 x £1345 (PP); 4 x £310 (Service pupil premium grant); 4 x £2345 (Adopted from Care)  
 
Headlines – included on budget statement 
The Presented Budget for 2020/2021 will enable the school to: 
-Operate with a 6.5 class system, securing contracts for all our highly skilled teaching staff.  
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The school will operate a 7 class structure for the morning sessions and a 6 class structure for 
the afternoon sessions.  Teaching staff are aware of this structure. 
- Appoint an internal relief SENDCo from June 2020 to cover maternity leave.  The proposed 
class set up will enable the relief SENDCo to fulfil high level of SEND work - incorporating 
meetings with external support/parents, classroom support, observations, interventions and 
paperwork  etc. 
-Maintain all our highly trained support staff, crucial to support the teaching staff with the number 
of pupils on role with high needs (most unfunded). 
-Maintain the current SLT structure - vital for the management of safeguarding work.   
-Maintain the current MDSA structure to keep our children safe during this unstructured period of 
the school day. 
-Maintain the high level of cleaning and caretaking around the whole school site. 
This is a brave new structure keeping our children and staff at the centre of all we do.  
 
Additional information  

• The staffing budget was drafted with the support of A Sanders, LA senior finance officer. 
Staffing costs account for 75% of the overall expenditure and it is crucial to ensure all 
staff increments, pay awards, on-costs and staffing structures are accurate.   

• All staff are fully aware of financial constraints and are fully on board with supporting 
financial decisions and constantly seek best value. 

• SEND provision continues to impact significantly on the budget.  The school continues to 
support pupils who have high need but are not in receipt of any funding. This is a huge 
strain on the budget, particularly moving forward with the impact of unidentified SEND 
need prior to school entry. We must also acknowledge the safeguarding concerns.   

• The SENDCo continues to work with preschools to identify need prior to pupils starting in 
EYFS. For example, for one child joining us in September 2020, communication has 
been taking place since last September, to ensure we are fully aware of need. An EHC 
plan has now been issued ensuring that funds will be in place ready for when child 
starts- this is crucial. Unfortunately, due to the current situation it has been suggested 
that the normal audits which take place amongst EY SEND professionals, which look at 
funding, have not taken place as quickly/easily.  For one child this has been questioned, 
so further funding is now going to be asked for by the area SENDco, hopefully resulting 
in an  EHC plan  being able to be applied for in February 2021. 
 
The anticipated SEND funding is subject to change but this is as anticipated at this 
point.  There is suggestion that one child will be re-banded which could impact positively 
to the budget but we have not altered our anticipated figures.  The banding amounts are 
also to be confirmed. 
 

Action – GB to appeal to the LA with regard to the lack of SEND funding, CG to action this.  The 
school has been told by an advisory teacher that St Barts has such high quality SEND provision, 
therefore when we apply for EHCP funding it should be acknowledged.  

 
 

• Wrap around provision and catering continue to generate income to support the C/F.  
There will be an impact on this income due to COVID-19 school closure 

• PP and PE grants continue to be monitored closely. PP and PE expenditure plans are 
included in the budget plan detail reports and individual reports are updated and shared 
with the Board termly. 

• SDP – Leadership time is an important expenditure to maintain the current system to 
enable subject leaders the time to lead, develop and monitor the impact of their subjects.  
Governors also receive high quality subject lead reports as part of their monitoring duty.  

• The proposed staffing structure will enable the Board to continue to support our Staff 
Wellbeing and Spirituality Statements   

• Additional hours are to monitored carefully.  The school had a staff absence policy to 
support this.  During the COVID closure all staff have undertaken considerable online 
training opportunities this will impact on future additional hour’s claims for staff training.   

• The £3000 match funding for the schools phonics scheme will be met from the unofficial 
fund.  

Additional Decisions to be agreed by the Board prior to approving the budget 
Staff sickness cover – budget is for 3rd day cover for teaching staff, reduced from 1st day cover. 
To revert back will be extra £3083 on the budget. 
Questions 

Do we know what other local schools do in paying sick pay? Do they pay for 3rd day cover for 
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teaching staff, reduced from 1st day cover? How would staff respond to this change? There is a 
very mixed approach. With 3rd day cover we can still offer our teaching staff the security that 
when they are unwell there is financial support for the school and therefore it is really important 
for their wellbeing that they take the time required to get fit and well, prior to returning to work.   

In reducing our allocation for supply teachers, how are we going to provide high quality cover 
that won't negatively impact on standards? 

The presented budget has an allocation in A003 of £1000, this allocation will pay for cover using 
our highly skilled HLTAs/cover supervisors for the first three days of a teacher absence.  As 
always as a school we are monitoring the budget and looking at best value for the highest impact 
quality of learning and teaching.  Over the past few years we have embedded cover supervisor 
training into performance management for interested staff members who meet the standards.  
Teachers and HLTA’s and cover supervisors report that having high quality staff leading in 
school leads to better standards of learning and teaching than having an unknown supply 
teacher who often does not meet the high standard of teaching we have in our school.  This year 
we have had 2 supply teachers who have felt unable to cope with the SEND needs that our 
children demonstrate.  This year we have not used supply teachers for any first day cover of 
illness so we know that this system will work.  This system also recognises and rewards our 
highly skilled and committed support staff team. 

 
CPD – online training programme for Sept 2020 to Aug 2021 = £881, do we renew? 
With staff having completed so much online CPD during school closure, is the online training 

programme for Sept 2020 to Aug 2021 at £881 a necessity for the next academic year? What 

would be the benefit of continuing to pay this subscription? 

It has been challenging, despite school giving plenty of notice, to offer high quality staff training 

to some support staff, particularly MDSA’s due to personal circumstances that arise at times 

when training can be delivered.   During this COVID-19 pandemic partial closure online training 

has proved an invaluable resource.  CPD courses are expensive, therefore this online option 

makes financial sense.  There is limited money in training budget, but reassuring to know we can 

still offer good CPD for all staff.  This COVID situation has forced members of staff reluctant to 

engage with technology to have a go, it has been very successful.   

All agreed to keep this CPD resource. 
 
With so much of our carry forward needing to be used in 2020/21, do we have a plan or ideas for 
ways in which we can recover some of it in preparation for 21/22? As such, do we have any 
ideas / plans for seeking grants and is there any way can we ensure that the relevant member/s 
of staff have allocated time to do this? 
 
Contingencies - Due to the current situation the school has not included the following 
contingency figures on the budget plan  but we are constantly aware of the impact they will have 
on the C/F : 
 

• Moderation opportunities  

• Student income   

• Income generated from wrap around child care provision/clubs   

• NI adjustments  

• Teachers Pay award % not confirmed, school has budgeted at highest level of 3.5% 
from Sept 2020  

• Income to be generated from internal school fundraising in replace of FSA. 

• Income from school meals, the menu will be updated this summer 
 
Do we have any ideas / plans for seeking grants and is there any way can we ensure that the 
relevant member/s of staff have allocated time to do this? 
 
Grants can be sourced but they have to be linked to school projects (for example we cannot 
apply for grants to support staffing costs) but we can be looking at ways to support the revenue 
budget with curriculum resources, maintaining the school site etc.  The presented budget 
includes the Grant Application support package from SSE to assist with this area of need.  
School has invested in new administration systems, online payment package and email and text 
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service to enable the office to work smarter, this should free up time for funding applications.  
 
Looking Ahead – On approval of this budget: 

• It is acknowledged by the Board and school that with the projected figures there will be 
insufficient C/F to maintain the current school structure for the 2021/2022 financial year. 

• The 2021/22  budget does not include school paying a fund contribution  towards the 
PRU and Outreach service which was expected Sept 2020, this has now been delayed 
to April 2021and will need to be considered for next year but at present we have no idea 
of cost.   

• The school is awaiting outcome of the Area Review, which will impact on future budgets. 

• This is a early warning that we must closely monitor expenditure and rein in where 
possible, seek external funding where possible to build up a C/F to support any deficit 
next year and continue to carefully consider future staffing structures. 
 

Additional Questions 
Do we have any idea of the knock-on effect of the school closure in terms of budget? Is this time 
costing us more or less or is it too early to tell? 
Negatives impacts on the budget include -Additional costs for remote server access, loss of 
income generated from wrap around care and catering. 
However these can be offset by reduced additional hours claims, service charges ie: electricity 
and water, purchasing of curriculum resources, and the purchase of catering items. 
What has been the impact of less funds coming in from the FSA? 
Last year the FSA offered a huge support to the school, including Heritage subscriptions, 
science week resources, library books and ICT support, these will be greatly missed.  However, 
it has been agreed that the school will look to hold internal fundraising events to replace some of 
the funds to support our curriculum resources.   
Clear that we would get the remaining funds asap but now opportunity to review what we had 
allocated that money was allocated for.   
 
The Headteacher thanked the SBM for all the time and care that had gone into budget planning, 
especially in the middle of a national crisis. The dedication and time is deeply appreciated as is 
the level and depth of response to governor questions. The SBM worked through a week of the 
holiday to finish preparations for the budget and to meet with the LA finance officer. The HT 
assured the board that holiday time for the SBM had been allocated during the first half of 
term.The board joined the HT in their thanks and acknowledgement of the hard work to ensure 
the school’s vision for children, staff and families can be driven forward. 

 
The 2020/21 budget was proposed by CG  seconded by RH  and agreed by all present  
Action : Chair to sign 
 
Staff Structure 
Forms part of the Budget Presentation, and included in budget discussions above. 
Agreed by all present 
 
GC explained to the Board that this had been a hugely anxious time for lots of staff families –this 
afternoon will be spent sorting contracts and informing people not on permanent contracts that 
they have been extended on approval of this budget to assure them of their roles. 
 
The Board thanked GC and SY for their work on the 2020/21 budget. 
 
SFVS 
SFVS circulated prior to meeting.  The figures used to populate the return are from the 18/19 
CFR report as advised by education finance. 
 
SFVS Action Plan discussed: 
 
Q3 Action -A finance report will now be submitted at each Board meeting to ensure the new 
SFVS requirement for boards to receive 6 finance reports per year is met. 
Time scale – On-going Action 
 
Q6 Action - consideration now being given to extend budget presentation to incorporate an 
additional year but with regard for Area Review 
Timescale - Budget Presentation 2020/21 
 
Q20 Action - school to investigate and  introduce the DfE comparison check in seeking Best 
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Value for the school 
Timescale - August 2020 
 
Q23 Action - As advised at finance training - Board to answer 5 SFVS questions per Board 
meeting throughout the year  
Timescale – On-going Action  
 
Q24 Action - SBM to share Business Interests Register with administration staff with a 
responsibility for financial day to day operations (ie: ordering) to assist with this monitoring 
process  
Timescale - August 2020 and on-going 
 
Q29 was agreed at the meeting – Action plan approved  
 
The draft SFVS was approved by all present and a signed version will be forwarded to LA  
 
Board thanked SB and SY for work to complete return.  Questions to continue as a regular 
agenda item at each board meeting. 
 

7. Head Teachers Report 
Head teachers report circulated prior to meeting.  Following questions raised: 
Overall Effectiveness  
There is a discrepancy in attendance figures p1 says 96.37 (up to 13/03), p2 says Overall 
attendance: 95.56% (up to 13/03)  
What has been the response to the online learning provided during this time? There has been a 
mixed response. Lots of lovely comments and evidence of learning on our Facebook Page. 
Some parents don’t feel there is enough for their child. We gave a number of websites for 
learning in our first communication and the HT has sent out links to the government Bitesize 
learning. Subject leaders have been asked to create pages of links to websites for additional 
learning in each subject should parents wish for more by Friday this week. In readiness for next 
week, teachers are planning for the key skills children need by the end of the year. We are also 
providing an open ended project for those who wish for more learning. St Bartholomew’s has 
taken a balanced approach and given an English, Maths and one other subject area per day. 
This should take about an hour and a half a day. We have also provided well-being and PE 
activities. We have had comments from parents thanking us for taking a balanced approach.  
Has it been positively received by the parent/carer community? Is what St Bart’s is offering 
consistent with other local schools? Is there any way of measuring/knowing which families have 
been accessing this and if any have not?  
Now term has started again, teachers will all be sending a letter for their children on Friday. It 
states in the letter that if we haven’t seen any learning on Facebook, via email or on purple mash 
the school will phone to see how they are getting on. We have provided some families who are 
struggling with hard copies of learning. Lots of support has been given to parents via the class 
emails and during welfare phone calls. It’s really great having different teachers in each week at 
school as the SEND children in school are building relationships with all adults which will stand 
them in good stead for next year. Regular calls with the SEND parents are very valuable. The 
email communication with SENDCo as well as calls has been exceptional where lots of 
questions have been answered. 
 
The Quality of Education: 
What has been in the initial impact of the HUB? What difference has it made to the identified 
children? 
EYFS Lead - For particular children the hub has meant that they are in the lunchtime behaviour 
book less and this has had a positive impact on their behaviour and making relationships. On the 
flip side it meant taking a SEND child from an environment that we had been working 
significantly hard to transition to (used to smooth food over the table, his clothes, his face, eta 
others peoples food etc) away from an environment they had become comfortable in and could 
manage alongside his peers. 

From the KS2 Lead perspective -  the Hub has had a noticeable positive impact. The children 
from KS2 who have been part of it have all said how it had helped them and it had allowed them 
a calmer start to the afternoons. It has also led onto other positive developments such as one 
child showing a natural gift for working with much younger children has become a Collective 
Worship assistant, helping to gently and compassionately reinforce good behaviours in the 
Reception classes. 
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What was the uptake of the parent workshops for reading and phonics in EYFS and KS1? Was 
this positively received by the parent/carer community? 

EYFS Lead - about 13 parents attended the EYFS workshop. Parents welcomed the workshop 
and commented that they were pleased they did it as they learnt so much. This information was 
made available to other parents who did not attend at parents evening. About at least half the 
parents attended for Year 1 and Year 2 Phonics and Spelling strategies work shop. All parents 
completed a feedback questionnaire during the session which they handed in at the end. 
Feedback was extremely positive for both Year groups. Parents most stated the work shop had;  

• Helped them to understand how to support their children.  

• Parents also reported that they liked how they practised the skill with their child in the 
workshop.  

• Parent liked the fact they had the technical language and could understand what it 
meant.  

• Understood the home learning and why it was important and how to support using the 
complex sound chart.  

Improvements  

• Oct/Nov phonics workshop for all year groups.  

• Introduce Year 3/4 spelling strategies/SPAG focus workshop  

• Maths workshop- Autumn term I feel from rolling these out to parents and repeating 
them throughout the year will enable more parental support which will also highlight the 
expectations of the learning such as the jump from o-20 in Reception to 20-100 in Year 
1. Counting is a simple task which parents can help with to support their children which 
will give them good knowledge of place value.  

These workshops will all consist of teaching; informing the parents and then practising the skills 
with them with the support of teachers. 'Learn together workshops'. 

Do we know what will happen with regards to out Gold Sports Award status in light of the current 
circumstances? The Gold award will roll over 

Leadership and Management: 
Has any new thinking been done around transition to Maiden Beech or is it too early, with the 
unknowns around schools returning? In particular, has any new thinking been done with regards 
to our SEND children transitioning? How can we ensure that we make their transition as 
seamless as possible, despite the unprecedented times we find ourselves in? 

Transition work has already begun. CISP HTs had a meeting on the 21/04/20 to discuss 
transition and what this might look like. This on the agenda for the next meeting in a fortnight. 

A virtual meeting is taking place next Wednesday between the SENDco of Maiden Beech and 
our SENDco. Educational Psychologist hours have also been used to gain advice on how to 
support our SEND children moving up, so she will attend too. After discussion with the KS2 lead, 
the SENDco has asked if we can use this meeting as an opportunity to discuss all our vulnerable 
year 4s, rather than just SEND, so we can use Educational Psychologist's advice for all. The 
KS2 lead has emailed the deputy head of Maiden Beech to see if she can attend and the 
SENDco has emailed the Educational Psychologist and MB SENDco to request this. The 
maternity cover SENDco will attend too. As part of the meeting the SENDco will ask for us to 
create a transition plan A and B- this will be based on whether we go back to school this term or 
whether it is September. 

As part of handover with the SENDco maternity cover, the SENDco has asked the nurture lead 
for our Nurture HLTA to create passports for vulnerable children to take with them to MB if we go 
back to school rather than progressing with group nurture. The SENDco also asked for the 
maternity cover to take the lead on arranging transition visits, led by the nurture HLTA as a key 
piece of work to work on if we go back this term. The team have also discussed the importance 
of finding a way to open channels for parents of SEND children (and any other children who 
have emotional needs / worries) to communicate concerns with Maiden Beech, in the same way 
that additional visits would have helped address these. This is something that will be discussed 
with Claire Petts and Madeleine Preston next week. The Headteacher of Maiden Beech will also 
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attend.  

Similarly, has there been any thinking around how we manage the new intake in light of the 
current circumstances?  

EYFS SEND School entry meetings happening over skype. Initial contact with pre- schools 
already made and planning has begun for next year. The HT has already written to new EYFS 
parents to welcome them to the school. EYFS new intake: There are four key children (Children 
Z, E, C and L) who are likely to need support in September. Only two of these have needs 
severe enough to be under the support of the EY area SENDco. However both children have 
SEMH needs and are likely to need additional support. One of these children (Child Z) will have 
an EHC plan in place and funding. Meetings have taken place for this child since last September 
and will continue to do so until child starts. The educational psychologist who wrote the EHC 
plan is now attending these too. Next meeting is the 13th May. The other child (Child E) has EY 
band 1 funding at the moment but after a discussion with the EY area SENDco today we have 

asked for this to be looked at, she will get back to us. ·  

What has been the impact of the EYFS TA’s going to another school and observing their 
practice? In the future, will something similar be considered for other Key Stages?  
This was a great exercise that all TA's really valued. Lots of good ideas magpied and 
implemented almost instantly on return. It was done in a non-judgemental way which made it 
more purposeful. Having a clear focus was also beneficial (boys writing and expressive arts and 
design). 

Behaviour and Attitudes: 

Significant costs of the lift – in the long-term, do we need to consider if repairing is the most cost 
effective option?  There are no alternatives, we have investigated replacing with a ramp but the 
run off is not sufficient.  To replace the lift would be far too expensive. 

Board thanked GC for her thorough report, again they commented on how difficult it is to raise 
questions.  The new format included the New Framework which was welcomed.  One comment 
was that in future it would be useful to have a specific example in answers as this could be used 
as clear evidence. 

The Board are very grateful to all staff for all they are doing during this difficult time.  The Board 
hoped that all staff feel well supported.  

 

16. Feedback from this meeting 

• Interesting meeting via zoom 

• Good that the meeting divided up into A and B  
 

 

17. Date Time and Venue of Next Meeting 
Thursday 30th April GB4 part B  – 9.15am via zoom 
 

 

18. Next Meeting Focus 
As agenda 

 

 

Meeting Closed:  11.00 

 

Signed as a true record:      Date:  


